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Unfortunately, no explanation is available. Pack Name: com.sec.android.app.samsungapps Version: 4.5.21.6 (452106110) File size: 27.1 MB Updated: Nov 6, 2020 Min Android Version: Android 4.3 (Jelly Beans, API 18) MD5: 136861bcf7ac1150eddab5847e6c7bd2 SHA1: 556a7e71f9e7be746fac4be 15fe8a27ebce3ce2 Official Huawei App Store Chinese
market full of popular Asian games Hundreds of Asian Games for Android very good Google Play replaces an alternative app store for Android Amazon AppStore your favorite apps are now better, safe and fun. Secure Discovery 360 rock protection solid protection to download and use. International standards certificate educate and entertain your children in
a safe environment.1 Discover your favorite program options according to your lifestyle and location. The choices made by the best Asia Pacific Middle East and Africa Europe Latin America Asia Pacific Middle East and Africa Europe Latin America will bring you the most trendy applications. Wish lists for a custom experience. Discover the experience easily
large and seamless for Huawei phones, tablets, smart screens, wearables, VR devices and more.2 next-generation 5G installation apps do not require, they save battery and capacity. Discover to local apps special for AppGallery Users Gift Center exciting events award-winning local gift center exciting events award-winning local events explore now or
download app AppGallerry from your Huawei device. Install AppGallery or click read the QR code below to download the app to your Android device. If you are a developer, join AppGallery to create creative and fun experiences for everyone. Join AppGallery discovering more Galaxy Store is the top nine so-called stores to bring your Galaxy to life in its own
unique way. Discovery offers special offers, special rates and discounts, extended free trials, and more. Galaxy Store offers unique game elements with unique views, characters, discounts, and more exclusively for Galaxy users. Decorate your galaxy to reflect your different styles. Whether it's themes, wallpapers, fonts or stickers, let your galaxy showcase
its true identity. It is, but it's another hour. Galaxy Store offers useful apps for Galaxy Watch and many shapes to watch to change your style when you want. We have everything you have to win to enjoy the upper hand in your favorite games with special offers, unique looks, plenty of rewards and more. * Existing apps and benefits may vary by device,
operating system or region/country. * Existing apps and benefits may vary by device, operating system or region/country. Decorate your galaxy completely yourself. Your Style Explore many themes, wallpapers, fonts, and more to reflect. * Existing content may vary by device, operating system or region/country. * Edge applications are only available on
models with edge panels. * For more information about galaxy store theme content, see here. * Existing content may vary by device, operating system or region/country. * Edge applications are only available on models with edge panels. * For more information about galaxy store theme content, see here. Find out how much we appreciate our Galaxy family.
We prepare a variety of special offers and additional benefits so you can enjoy your galaxy more. * Existing apps and benefits may vary by device, operating system or region/country. Carry another part of your ID on your wrist. Personalized Galaxy Watch itself with world-class watch shapes and useful apps to add color to both your style and lifestyle. *
Existing apps may vary by device, operating system, or region/country, and paid apps are available after purchase. * Gear device users can use the Watch tab service in the Galaxy Store as before. * Existing apps may vary by device, operating system, or region/country, and paid apps are available after purchase. * Gear device users can use the Watch tab
service in the Galaxy Store as before. * All services, features, functions, content, interface and benefits described here these are subject to changes without notice and their availability may vary by country/region, device model and operating system version. Paid services are available after purchase. * Simulate devices and images for sample purposes.
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